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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which one of the following represents an ALE calculation?
A. asset value x loss expectancy.
B. gross loss expectancy x loss frequency.
C. single loss expectancy x annualized rate of occurrence.

D. actual replacement cost - proceeds of salvage.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Single Loss Expectancy (SLE) is the dollar amount that would be
lost if there was a loss of an asset. Annualized Rate of
Occurrence (ARO) is an estimated possibility of a threat to an
asset taking place in one year (for example if there is a
change of a flood occuring once in 10 years the ARO would be
.1, and if there was a chance of a flood occuring once in 100
years then the ARO would be .01).
The following answers are incorrect:
gross loss expectancy x loss frequency. Is incorrect because
this is a distractor.
actual replacement cost - proceeds of salvage. Is incorrect
because this is a distractor.
asset value x loss expectancy. Is incorrect because this is a
distractor.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer uses EMC NetWorker with a deduplication node. The
deduplication node is physically located in a remote office
connected by a slow link. The customer is using an AFTD to
store the save set containing the deduplicated backup metadata.
What is the NetWorker behavior if the deduplication node is
unavailable?
A. Perform a non-deduplication backup sending all backup data
to the defined device
B. Fail the backup, indicating the deduplication node is
unavailable
C. Perform a non-deduplication backup sending all data to the
default pool
D. Attempt to contact the deduplication node for a maximum of
one hour before failing the backup
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Using the sound pressure level (SPL) method of approximating
distance and power, calculate the power
required to produce 89 dB at 4 m (13.1 ft) with a loud speaker
that is rated at a SPL of 95 dB. What input
power level (in watts) is required to appropriately power the
speaker?
A. 8 watts
B. 1 watt
C. 2 watts
D. 4 watts
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following contributes to increased read access
performance on a fibre channel
SAN?
A. Zoning
B. Clustered storage
C. QoS
D. Caching
Answer: D
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